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SU}O4ARY

The rating of impact sound insuiation on the basis of tapping

machine measuremenLs üríth the I'SO-reference values has proven

to be unsatisfactory in pract,ice. This is mainly due to the

differences in specÊrum shape of tapping machine noise and real

life impact noises, such as walking. The probleri can be solved

by changing the reference values in accordance with these

differeaces in spectrum shape. The dífference betrvee tapping

and wal"king noise spectra has been established by measurements

on 49 different floors. In the mosÈ írnportanÈ frequency range

(125 ' 500 Hzi it turned out to be suffieienrly consrant for all

floor ctnstructions cosidered

Thus a r:elr set of reference values h1s been derived, based on the

assumpEion that the NR-curves provide a correct subjective rating

system for walking noise

¡\
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Furthermore, due account has been given to the different

frequency contenE at higher frequencies of other irnpact

noises than male walking, sueh as fenale walking, jumping

ehil.dren, moving of furniture etc..

INTRODUCTION

ïnpacr sound insulation is an important probLem in dwellings

ïhis is especially so since nowadays the desired sound insulation

is often the determining factor for the floorconstructions to

be applíed; other criteria (e.g. strength) can easily be met

with modern '1ight-weight f loors

Practical experieng.e shows 
_however 

thaL the usual method of

rating the impact sound insulatíon is not very satisfactory.

Tbis method, based on measurements wich the IS0 tapping machine

and'a comparison with reference values, resulËs in a ranki¡g

of floorconsÈructions which is not in'accordance with subjective

judgements. This leads to an unneecessary application of

expensive floorconstructions and mat,erials on the one hand,

and to the rejection of, subjectively good constructions on the

other hand. Furthermore, the subju"rilru ímprovement in impact

sound ,ínsulation caused, by using thin, resilient floor coveríngs

(such as felt) is far less than .the improvement as suggested by

the currenÊ rating method. An example of.this effecÈ is given

in figure l.

For a bare conerete floor and

felt both the tapping machíne

sound qpectra are shol¡n.
':$

Lhe same floor with linoleum on

sound spectra and the walking
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When one compares che tapping machine spectra wíth the

(Dut,ch) reference curve (see Appendix A) it is seen that for

the bare fl-oor the result.ing negalive insuiation-index is

detårnined by Ëhe ZQOO Hz octave band level. I^lith the f loor .

covering in plaee the spectruni is drastically changed; a.t

2A00 H.z the'level is much lowei. The index is now determined

by the 250 and 500 IIz ocËave band levels, in which bands however

the floor covering has very little effecË. The index-reduction

is thus caused exclusively by the éffecË at 2'000 Hz.

I{hen one compares the walking sound spectra wíth a noise

rating òurve, one sees ÈhâË Èhe NR-numbers in both cases are

determined.by the'250 and 500 Hz octave band levels. Conse-

queritly only a small improvement by the floor covering

is expected on the basis of t,hese walking noise measurements.

Experiences of this kind'have l.ead to. a research progranrne,

aimed at a better rat,ing system for impact sound insulaLion.

The research work has been carried out along the following

lines of questioning:

- what kind of impact noise "our"à 
represents adequately the

cormon inpact noises in dwellings?

- by ùhich nethod is this, probably impulsive, sound lo be

measured?

- in whieh way can the sound levels of the representative

impaet aoutrce best be judged'in order to yield the annoyance

of impact noise?

- could the ISO tapping machine, either modifíed or via a.revised

ratiag of its spectra, be uséd as the sÈandard measuring

ímpact sound source?
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A FõPRESENTATIVE IMPACT SOUND SOURCE

Both from Literaturu I t, 2 ] and o\rn measurements the spectra

of comnon impact noises have been gathered (figure 2). It is

reasonable to assume thaL walking ís the most frequent impact

noise source.. Moreover, the frequency characteristic fon the

combination of rnale and female walking (taking the maxima of

the two in each frequency band) is å fairly good average of the

other specLra.

It seems therefore justified to consider this combination

of male .and fernale walking as the represenÈaLive impact sound

EOUrC e

:

In this context male r¿alking is taken to be walking on regular

shoes with rubber heels and leather soles, whereas, female

walking is on high heeled shoes. It has been found from walking

erperiments that female walking gives higher trevels only in

the octave bands wíÈh cenLer frequencies 1000 and 20C0 Hz, the

differences on the average being 5 and 10. dB respecLively.

Therefore it seems accegtable to consider only male walking in

the further experiments and to take aceount of the females

at a later stage

THE MEASURANENT. OF I^IA,LKING SOUND

The sound of waLking

regular pulses with

Therefore it iannot

can be characterised as a short series

a repetiÈion frequency. of about 2 Hz.

be considered as a continuous sound.

of
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This means that the troudness of walkíng is not only determíned

by the strength of the pulses but al.so by the integraÈion

eonstant of the hearing system, Ehe puLsetinne, the repetition

rr.o,-r"o", and the rise and decay times of both the floor and

the receiving room

For the integration constant of Ëhe ear Neise [ : J tt"" reported

a value of. 23 ms, whereas PorÈ [+] git'"" 70 ms'

By taking, the average of the mentioned values r^Ie can regard

the ear as a measuríng system with an integration

time of 50 ms. An equívalenË. of sueh a system is the Brüel & Kjaer

leve1 recorder at a rrt'riting speed of 800 dB/s.

Especiallj at Low frequencies however it is inpossible to use

eed because of overshoot problems. Therefore athis r¡riting sp,

correction method is needed for reiording aÈ lower writing speeCs.

for the conü"non materials and floordínensions the rise and

deeay time of the construction i.s negligíble compared r¡ith
.;the ríse and decay tirne of the receiving room, so only the

latter one need Ëo be considered.

In. order to .solve these problems -lthe correcËion for different

writing speeds and the, normalization to å standârd reverberation

time - comparison Eests have been done with artificial walking

sounds under different reveiberation conditions. Àe rhe

same time the levels have been registered ¡*ittr different writing

speeds.
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It followed that the

taken inLo account by

1eve16 a term:

6.8

reverberat,ion

adding to the

l-og T/0.5

bled 6

tíme T should be

measured maximum

(t)

when recordíngs are made at a rnr"riÈing speed of 800 dB/s.

From t,he same analyses eorr."aio¡ terms were deduced (to be

added to the recorded level) foi recording at other writing

speeds than 800 dB/s, as a function of the reverberati¿on

time (figure 3).

Ttrus for impulsive sound with a repetition frequency of 2 l1,z th.e

loudness at standard conditions (here t = 0.5 sj can be derived

by measuríng the tevel with a recorder at a appropriat,e writing

speed and appl-yirrg "otr"ctions according to (l) and figure 3.

A check of this procedure showed that the octâve levels derived

by thís method, arò equal. to the levels of random noise by whích

the r¡alking sounds are just masked.

THE ANNOYANCE 0F I4TALKING SOUNDS

A conunon and wel-l-tried. sysÈem for rating the annoyance of

continuous noise is the Noise n"tiig system. If the annoyance

of walking noise is a function of loudness, Lhis NR-system can

also be used for discontinuous sound, since according to

Neise and Port [g,¿l the frequeney responde of Lhe ear is

ttre sarne f,or impulsive as it is for continuous noise.
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According to a Dutch inquiry I51 the pereentage of peopLe hearing

their aeighbours walking is much great,er than the percentage who

say Èo be annoyed by it. This inplies thaL the loudness of walking

is indeed important

watters IOJ concludes from his

judged to be annoying whenever

relaeive loudness.

Thus Ëhere is no direct ans\^rer to the question whether the

annoyance of walking is based on pure detectability or on the

loudness (NR); it may very well be that the more critical a

person's attitude towards (r¿alking) noise lhe more his judgement

shifts from one based on loudness to one based on detectability.

In order to be abLe to rate walking noise on detectability

WatEèrs measured background levels in dwellings during the

evening period. These r"t" t.rrked on the basis of their

Speech Interference Levèl ín order to take'due account of the

EegaÈive effect of background noise, i.e. the disturbing of

(speech) communication. These curves are given in figure 4,

Èogetherlr¡ith tr¿o NR-curves, showing that the background. curves

do not flatten towards the high frequendies like the NR-curves,

butdo flatti:n at the low freguencies, in conÈrast with the

NR-curves.

" bl¡d 7

research however, that walking is

it caa be heard, regardless of its

..'-€._
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Ther dífference at the higher frequencies is not very irnportant

siace these frequencies are not, dominant in walking noise; the

Low frequency difference can be very important however.

rn order to check on this Low frequency behaviour we made a

subjective comparison test, beEween tr¿o different floors,

one of thesç r¡ras a heavy concrete floor with a rather flat walking

noise spectrun, the other a 1íght weight construction

with a floating fLoor where the low frequencies ere dornínant,.

The background noise spectrum was sünilar,to. that found by tr.Iatters,

so orl the basis of his conclusion the heavy concrete floor

should þe judged better since'the noise of walking on this

fl"oor r^riLl be more.ofLen masked by the background noise.

The results of our tests strow quice the opposite; thus the

conclusion must be that the rating at low frequencies should

aot be more severe than with the NR-system. ïJe'have therefore

decíded to use the NR-curves as basis'for the rating of walking

DO Ì^IE NEED AN ISO-I{'A,LKING MACHINE?

ïn the foregoing a representative impact sound source was

derived and a way of meâsuring and rating the sound f,rorq

this source in such a ü¡ay that the subjective judgemenc of

the inpact sound insuLation.of flosreonsÈructions can be

estimated. This does not mean however that we have to follow

this procedure for rating dwel"lings on their ímpact sound

insulation.
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It would even be desirable not to do it this way for two

reasons, First the measuring method for actual walking

noíse is quite complieated. Furthermore measuring walking

noise means. always measuring in the vicinity of the background

noise level, so that in a fairly.noisy situation a good floor

could noÈ even be investigated'at all. It would be desirable

to use an impact sound source which creates higher noise levels

of a more continuous chafacter in order to facilitate measurements,

like for instance the IS0 Èapping machine. FÒr such a source

reference values should than be deduced on Èhe basis of the

foregoing, which give the same rating of floor constructions

as does the walking-noise-NR-system. Such a procedure r¿ould

be much the same as is coïnmon for airbotrr" so,rrrd where random

noise at a high leve1 is used in order to rate Çhe insulatíon

of a construcËion for softi:r sounds producec by the radio, Tv

or the human voice

In case of impact sound however such a procedure gives rise

t.o some problems which hàve to be discussed

Some kinds of floor coverings are knorvn to behave non-1inearly.

This will obviously lead to varying resulÈs, depending on the

characteristics of the,source used.

BuÈ especially in Èhese cases using a realistic source like

walking is a fictitious solutíon since then one will encounter

almost certainly measuring problems with respect to the back-

ground noise. A real solution seems unattainable. These cases

are, however, of minor impor"t,ance here: \^7e are aiming at a raEing

system for dwell"ings, whose floors must meet the requirements

r¿íthout the help of soft:floor coverings.

6N
o
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A floorconstruction that meets the requirements for impact

sound only with a soft floor covering (carpet etc.) is noE

acceptable. As, moreover, these floor coverings will never r^/orsen

rhe siïuationr it is permissible Èo leave them out of consideration.

Another construction that may give'rise to varying results. is the

flgatilre fJgg.r. This is not primarily due to Èhe noise source

one uses, but depends on the accuracy with which the floating

floor has been constructed. If the floor is not constructed

faultlessly the measuring results will vary greatly, both with

time as r¿ith excitation position, but they r¡ill do so for any

impact roi"" source. In this case measurements should be usdd

first of a1l to cheik on thò accuracy of the construction. If

this ís shown to be inSqfficient it is useles: ao rate the

floor at all; if not there is no reason to expect different

results for different impact sound sources.

Thus, Èhe tapping machine as standardized by ISO, can serve

the purpose of rating dwellings with respect to impact sound

insulation in a practical \,ray. A new 'tapping machine which

really imitates walking noise is not,needed and is even undesirable,

due to its 1ow pol^'er level .

COMPARISON BETWEEN WALKING AND TAPPING MACHINE NOISE

Às a next step 66 floors have been investigated in order to

derive a raLing system for tapping machine noise based upon the

walking-noise-NR-system, The aim ¡¿as of course to obtain a same

subjective rank ordening of the floors with both systems. These

floors were different in construction and/ot covering; they have

partly been tested in practice, Partly in the laboraEory.

oIo
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For each floor both the tapping machine spectrum and the

walking sound spectrum rüere measured. The walking t.ests rn/ere

done with tqro testwalkers, whose spectra under lhe same floor

are practically equal. In some cases also female walkers r^/ere

used in order to est.ablish accurately the difference between

male and female walking

For the walking tests as well as for the tapping

sound 1evels ü/ere normalized to a reverberation

The floors are divided in three differenË groups

- homogeneous floors, wiEh or without covering.

tests the

time of 0.5 s.

- floors r¡ith a concrete floating floor

- floors r¡ith a wooden floating floor

A short descripfion of the floors is given in Appendix B:

In two cases a floor \¡/as covered with a thick soft carpet;

in fifteen cases it was found that floating floors were not

properly constructed+. These sevenceen'floors have been left out of

consideration in this chapËer.

The difference in spectrum between walking and tapþing,

indicated as D, is given in figure 5, for the 49 floors combined

and, for the three groups of .floorsr'seperately.

This difference D can be, used to derive a spectrum from the

tapping machine spectrum which is equívalent to the walking

spectrum. For this equivalent walking spectrum the NR-number can

be determined (NRI^ie) which is the counterpart of the NR-number

directly obtained from the walking sound spectrum (NRI^I).

as a criteria the slope of the tapping spectïum at high frequencies
was chosen; if the level difference between 1000 and 2000 Hz is
Less than 5 dB the construction was eonsidered t.o be inaccurate.

6\a
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Obviously, one would get Èhe best possible results when one would

use the values for D appropriate for the construction of the floor

in question. This is hardly practicable, however; it would mean

different seEs of rating curves for different floor construction

types. 0n the other hand, using the.mean value of D rnight give

a rather large. possible error. trIe.derived a single set of D'-values

for the frequency bands concerned through the following reasoning.

l. For male walkinq, the NR-numbers of the r^ralking spectra are

nearly always determined by Ehe 250 Hz and 500 Hz octave levels;

in a few excepLions the 63 or 125 Hz octave levels vrere

dominating (see figure 6).

In these 1ow frequency bands the values of D are nearly the

same for all types of floor contruction: the spread around

the average value is t 5 dB (907" confidence range), only in

rhe 63 I{z octave band greater deviations occur, but they

are mainly caused by the smaller measuring accuracy in this

band, Therefore, we took the average values for 63, l25r 25C

and 500 H2 as the final values for D.

2, The octave bands 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz are not determinanÈ for the

NR-numbers of mal-e walking specËrai lhey might be of some importance

for other inpact noises, espácially in the case of tpmogeneous floors,

which have the poorest impact sound insulating properties at

high frequencies. For the 2000 Hz ocLave band, indeed, there are

hardly any daÈa for the other floor types: either the walking

levels or the Èapping levels or both were obscured by background

noise. Therefore we retained the 200A Hz value of D, found for

the homogeneous floors as final value óf D for that octave band.
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3. For the l0C0 Hz oclave band, no clear arguments for a

choice between either the average value or Lhe value for

an: homogeneous fLoors can be given on the basis of the

data presented here.

The laÈter one might be too lenient, i.e. giving for some

floors a Loo low indicaËion ato,rt the expected impact noise

levelsi the former one ttas therefore chosen, resulÈing in

a 615 dB more stringent value.

Thus one gets the weighted difference D

shown in.table l.

for all fLoors as

to male walking as stated in

to be introduced for high

walking. The resulting values

also.

The values for D apply onlY

paragraph 2. CorrecÈíons are

frequencies in vier.¡ of female

of (o ) arè found in tablê I
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values 
.for 

walking compared

Â regression analysis '¡as carried out to check if, using the

average or eorrècted differenee gives as good an .estimation of

walking noise for all floors as does the use of the dífference

per group of floors. compared are the NR-number for the walking

spectrum (NRI^I) and the NR-numbers for the equivalent walking

speetra (NRIle) constructed from the tapping spectrum by sub-

tracting resp. the differences Dgroupr D" and D".

The results are presente,J in tab Le 2.

I Table 2

Results of the regressíon analysis

regres sion
pârameeers

regression
coefficient

spread (dB)

(g0Z - confidence limírs)

NRI,\I-NRI^I (De'group)
NRt^I_NRhre (D!r )

NR!ü-NRWe(Dc)

+0. 86

+0.87

+0.87

13.4

13.8

*3.9

Compared r^rirh the best possíbLe f ir (NRI,le.(Dgro.rp)) the two orher

results can not be considered significantl.y worge. The regression

eoefficient is even better, while the spread is only enlarged by

63 t25 250 500 ,t000 2000

-O.7. +9.7 +12,8 +17.t +26.3 +39.9

-0.7 +9.7 +12.9 +17,1 +21.3 +29.9

abouÈ 0.5. dB.
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thus the desíred reference values for tapping machine spectra

can be deduced by adding Ëhe corrected difference Ð" to Lhe

appropriate NR-curve.

.q,BSOLUTE VALUES FOR RATING PURPOSES

The choice of a speeific NR-curve as an aceepcabtrê limit to walking

noisê can be based on the inquiry in dr¿ellings [SJ about, the

annoyance by impact noise. This eannot be done direeLly, horlever,

since no walking sound measuremenÈs !üere made ín these particular

dwellings

The inquiries werd held in dwellings, devided in¡o Ëhree groups

according tó the weight per-surface unit of the applied

homogeneous floors: approx. 300, 400 and 500 tg/n?.

In these dwellings also tapping machine measurements l,rrere made.

Some of the ¡esuLÈs of the inquiry are.given in table 3'

Table 3
:

Some results of the inquiry in dwellíngs [Sl

rveight of floor'2
(kelm-I

percentage of peoPle
typical ímpac¡ ')
insulation index

hear walking annoyed by waLking I
co

orooosed I
qO

490

4r0

300

l4

33

50

3

I

9

-5

-8

-14

ea,+2

0

-5

')r"" Àppendix A

6È
ê
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From this it can be concluded that a homogeneous floor of aË least
,)

500 kg/m' would be desirabLe, v¡hile as a mínimum the weight

of the floor should not be less than about' 4OO ke/nz.

On the basis of the 66 measured floorconstructions it can

be deduced that this ¡ninimum reqrJiremenÈ corresponds to the

NR-45 curve as a linit for r¡alking noise.

Thus the reference values for tapping. machine noise result, by

adding the values D to the NR-45 curve. By streamlining
c

the curve a bit the reference values become (figure 7):

Table 4

fropos"a reference values for impacÈ sound insulation

frequency 63 t25 250 500 1000 2000 Hz

ref erenc e

values
70 70 66 66 66 70 dB

THE NEI,I (DUTCH) RATING SYSTEi!'I FOR IMPACT SOUND INSULATION

In accordance with practice both in the. Netherlands and

elsewhere, the impact sound insulation index is not based on

a peak-method (NR-rnethód) but on a comparison between the

impact sound spectrum and referènce values over the complete

frequency range of. interest.

The Dutch method of "weighting| the measured 1evels against

the reference curve is somewhat differenÈ.from the method used

in other countries and from that described in

ISQ-Reconrnendation R 717. The Dutch rnethod,, described in

Appendix A, however is comparable in içs effective

"weighting't but it is simpler and more straightforward.
a\o
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Since the 63 Hz octave band i" not very important for impact

sou¡rds, this band has been deleted in view 'of the measuring

diffieulties met at these low frequurr"i.*, notably ín small
a

rooms. Besides, in almost all eases the level in the 125

octåve bard is as good an indicaiion of the low frequency

behaviour as the 63 tlz band, even if in fact this lower band

is dominating the spectrum.

:

For all 66 measured floors, i.e. the 49 used to deríve the

ne¡¡ reference values and t,he I 7 f,1oors that were not incorporated

for the reasons given, the impact sound irr"trtation index has

been calculated, according Ëo the referenee values being in

force (comparable wíth rsO R 7 17) and the proposed reference

values.

Both these indices are compared with the NR-number for nale

walking noise under the same floors.'Here we have to pay

attentíon to two points. First of rall the indices are meant

as an índication for impact noises in general and not just

for male walking. Furthermore the. measured sound levels are
:

not normalized in the same \^ray: both the waLking

sound and the impact levels for the new method (I -proposed).co'
are norûalized to a reverberation time of 0.5 s, but the

impact Leve1s for the old method (Ico) aré normalízed to an

absorption of l0 *2.

For the laboratory facilicies these ËTro normålizations give

differences of about 5 dB.
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Figure I give the results of the comparison. The filled

eircles are for the 49 floors, the asterisks for the ,

inaccurately constructed l5 fl-oating floois and the stars

for" the two homogeneous floors with a Ëhick, soft carpet.

In the figures the regression coefficient for the 49 floors is

indicated, together r.¡ith the spread (9CZ - conf idence

1ími ts )

There is a distinct improvement in regression coefficient with

the proposed reference values, together with a smaller spread

of results, The regression coefficient. and the.spread are only

slightly vüorse for the propor"a index compared with male

walking, than for'the comparison between the NR-number for male

walking and the equivalent NR-number from tapping machine

measurements with seperate eorrections for the three different

groups of floors (table 2). Another indication of the improvement

is the slope of Èhe regressionline, which is much closer to 45o.

This indicaLes that one index-dB now is compatable with one

NR-number i.e. a certain numerical difference ín the subjective

rating (NR-nurnber) now is comparable to the same numerical

difference in index. 
-'

CONCLUSION

The proposed reference values, together with measurements with

the ISO-tapping machine, represent a rating system for impact

sound insulation that solves, to a certain extent, the difficùlties

encountered with the existing raeing system.

sts
c;
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l,Ie consider Èhe results to be sufficient for rating

dwel.Lings as such, leavíng opdn the problem of rating

improvements by soft floor coverings which react non-
¡

linearly. This however is noe felt as a serious shortcoming

of the system.
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APPENÐIX A

Dutch stan4frrd_ "Sgrlnd insulation in,dwel1ings" NE\ lO70

The Dutch standard NEN 1070 dates frorn 1962. The reference

values both for airborne.and.impact sound insuLarion follow

closely the equivalent curves.in the lSO-Recommendation R 7t7,

iolute values have been chosen somewhaÈ differently.although the abs

The impact sound insul-ation, according to this standard, is

expressed in an insulationindex I-, (ttris index is not comparable
co

with the lSo-index, but with the ïSO-marginl). The index is

determined by comparing tapping maêhine levels in the 250 to

2000 Ï12 octave-bands with the reference values, the levels

being normal ized to an absorption of l0 m2.'

Thís comparison ís done with respect Ëo three points:

difference

levels over

d].tterence dB

the two big¡iest dífferences, allowing for 2 dB
.{.

The most unfavourabl-e 'va1ue

sound insulation index I
co

The st¿ndatd distinguishes'

trmoderatett whose limit is I

a 3 dB higher Level.

of Lhese three is the asigned impact

two classes, a

'= 0 dB and
co

minimum class

a class ttgoodtt at
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According to the Draft Revision of lhe staúdard (November 1973)

the I is deternined from the impact ''eound.levels in the octave-
co

bands t25 to 2000 ilz, r^rith nornaliza¿ion to a reverberalion time

irf 0.5 s, on the basis of the þere proposed neror reference

9urYe'.

The cl-ass "good" ís made more severe by changing Ehe difference

sith the class t'moderåtett to 5 dB'
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APPENDIX B

.'
Group l: H.om.ogs_nej¡us floors

. Thís group consists ot 25 concrete floors varying in
',

weight from 250 to 72O kg/m'. In half of the cases

the floors are bare or. have same kind of thin finish.

In the other cases the floors have coverings like

Linoletun, cotk, hard,wood, måt or carpet.

Group 2: Floors rnríth concrere floaring slabs

The bearing construction of these 23 fÌoatíng floors

. is ín general "orr"r.t. with a weight of 250 to 300 ke/^2.

The middle Layer .consísts of rock wool slabs, glass f ibre

slabs or polystyrene foam. The floating eonereËe sl.abs

have weights around B0 kg/mz.

Ia two cases the floating construcÈion was del"iberately

short cir'cuited

Group 3: Fl-olrrs with wooden f loating slabs

These 18 floors have beariirg constructions o, ,OO ao

130 nm eoncrete and in thto cases a steel construction

. r¡ittr concrete filling ard a suspended ceiling. The

. fLoating slab ls board, fiberboard or hard wood, in

some cases with cork or linoleum covering.

the niddle layer consísts of r.rood-wolL cement, cork,

felt, polystyrene foam., mineral woo1, corugated card-

. .., .-.pÈl:-'t'

board or rubber isol-ators.

to\a
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APPENDIX C

The effect of rubber heads for the rapping. machine

It has been suggested that using Ehe ruU¡er heads instead
e

of the brass heads for the tapping machine rnight be the

simplest way of solving the problems encountered with the

rating systeln for impact sound insulation. The reasoning

being that especially at the higher frequencies the impact

sound leve1s with rubber heads will be less dominant, conse-

quently the spectrum s'hape rnight then resemble more that of

u'alking sound

Furthernore the force applied to different floors could

resemble more that of foótsteps because of the smaller stiff-

ness of the rubber heads compared to the brass heads

It then could be hoped that fortuitously the reference values

would not need to be changed

To check on this possibiliËy the difference bet.ween "rubber

head leveLs" and "brass head levels" has been calculated from

the data available aË the time. They concern 25 floorconstructions,

including bare floors, carpeted floorsr. wooden top floors and

floatiag floors. f,here werè no walking spectra available so a

direct comparison was not possible. The resulting differenee

with the spread (g07" - confidence limits) is as follows 2

Table C,

Tapping machine noise 1evel difference between brass and

rubber heads

freq. 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 llz

brass-
rubber

-0.1 -0.6 +0,3 +1.6 +6.7 +17.6 dB

spread *2.6 1,4 1.6 I .6 4.6 12.9 dB
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Ì{ith this difference the referenee values for brass heads can

be ttansformed into those for rubber heads.

The result is given in table Crr to8ether with the lSO reference

values and the Dutch refererce' values for the rating system

still being in force.

' Table C,

Some differenË reference values for impact'sound insulation

freg.
(Hz)

63 125 250 500 ¡000 2000 normal izalion
to

ref.values
rubber

ISO

DuÈch

70 72
:u

67

72

64

65

70

59

62

67,

53

53

5B

67

0.5 s

l0m

10 rn

t

2

It is elearLy shown that the general shape of the rubber-head

reference eurve is quite close to the old brass-head reference

eurves, although therè are some differences, both relative and

absolute. It would be very unlikely-'that broader research would

lead to a better equality. Thus it seems that the reference values

should be alLered any way.

In view of the experienced wear of the rubber heads and the

difficulty of achieving a constant composition of rhe rubber ÍC

ís ttrougþt Èherefore that not much is gained by changing to rubber

head s.

n\o
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Fígure I ¡ The effect of a fl-oor coveríng on the raÈíng of

tapping machine ana walting noise

Figure 2: Sound pressure'levels of some hou$e hoLd accivities

relarive to the. tapping machine impact sound leve1.

(!rom Il] , lzl and orvn measurements)

Figure The correction values for reducing r^ralking noise

level recordings at different writing speeds to a

writing speed of 800 ¿¡/s.

Some background sound leve1s in dr¡eLlings arranged

according to SIL orr*¡.t [O].

For comparison Ewo NR-curves are also given.

Differenee ín sound pressure leve1 betr¿een walking

and tapping machine for homogeneous floors (a),

concrete floating floors (b), wooden floating floors (c)

and for aLL 49, floors (d); mean and spread

(g07. - confidence 1ímits).

The deterurining octave bands for the NR-number of

walking sound -'"

The existing, and proposed reference curve for impact

sound insulaÈion

Regression betweçn NR-numbers for male walking, the

current I - (a) and Êhe proposed I-^ (b) f-ot 49
CO Co

floors (c); also the values for inaceuratel"y con-

structed floating floors (tç) and for floors with

sof t carpets (*) are shornm

Figure 4;

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Figure 8:

Figure 7:
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